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Deconstructing the sources of genotype-
phenotype associations

Young et al., Deconstructing the sources of genotype-phenotype associations in humans. Science (2020)



Separating out direct genetic effects

The transmission disequilibrium test (TDT): 

Parental alleles A T

Expected proportion
in offspring

50% 50%

Observed proportion 60% 40%
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Direct and indirect effects of educational 
attainment polygenic score

Kong et al., The Nature of Nurture: effects of parental genotypes. Science (2018)

Trait 𝑹𝟐 (%) 𝑹𝜹
𝟐 (%)

Educational 
attainment

4.98 2.45

Age at first 
child

1.17 0.48

Health 
(composite)

0.67 0.23

(Score constructed from Okbay et al. 2016)



Variance decomposition
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Variance decomposition

Additive genetic variance: 
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Variance decomposition

Additive genetic variance:

Variance of environmental component correlated with 
parental genotype
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Variance decomposition

Additive genetic variance:

Covariance between genetic and environmental effects 
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Variance decomposition

Additive genetic variance:

Covariance between genetic and environmental effects 
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Heritability Estimation 

Data from: Familial studies of intelligence: a review. TJ Bouchard JR 
and M McGue, Science, 1981.

Twin

GREML
(Yang et al. 2010)

Kinship
(Zaitlen et al. 2013,
Hill et al. 2018)

Sib-Regression
(Visscher et al. 2006)





Variance decomposition

Additive genetic variance:

Covariance between genetic and environmental effects 
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Identity-by-descent (IBD)

Expect ½ of genome inherited 
from father/mother to be IBD 
for siblings



Genotypic covariance between individuals

Assume that                          when both inherited from recent 
common ancestor (identical-by-descent, IBD) 

Assume that                          when not identical by descent

Relatedness between pair



Relatedness coefficient

IBD



Covariance decomposition into inherited 
and non-inherited components

Cov 𝐘 = 𝑣𝑔R + 𝑣𝑒~𝑔Rpar + 𝑐𝑔,𝑒Ro,par + 𝜎2Cov 𝜺
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Covariance decomposition into inherited 
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Covariance decomposition into inherited 
and non-inherited components
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Relatedness Disequilibrium Regression

RDR covariance model

Cov 𝐘 = 𝑣𝑔R + 𝑣𝑒~𝑔Rpar + 𝑐𝑔,𝑒Ro,par + 𝜎2I

‘True’ covariance model: 

Cov 𝐘 = 𝑣𝑔R + 𝑣𝑒~𝑔Rpar + 𝑐𝑔,𝑒Ro,par + Cov 𝜺

𝑣𝑔ෞ𝑣𝑔

Theorem 
The estimator of the genetic variance from the RDR model converges to 

the true heritability



𝔼 𝑅𝑖𝑗 IBDpar = [𝑅par] 𝑖𝑗/2

Relatedness 
between 
probands

Relatedness between probands’ parents

siblings

Relatedness 
disequilibrium

Relatedness Disequilibrium



Selected estimates

Trait
RDR

ℎ2 (S.E.) (%)

BMI 28.9 (6.3)

height 55.4 (4.4)

education 17.0 (9.4)



Comparison to Kinship (F.E.) Estimator

Mean Kin F.E.-RDR = 12.1%. 

Significant differences for: 
EA, height, BMI, AAFCW

Relatedness disequilibrium regression (RDR)



Mean Twin-RDR: 
33%.  

Twin estimate higher 
(p<0.05) for all traits.

Swedish 
Twin Studies

Comparison to Swedish Twin Studies

Relatedness disequilibrium regression (RDR) [Iceland]



Overestimation of heritability by GREML methods

ℎRELT−SNP
2

ℎRDR−SNP
2 = 1.69, p<0.027

Consistent with parental 
genetic nurturing 30% of 
direct

Consistent with Kong et al., 
Science 2018, and EA3 (Lee 
et al. Nature Genetics 2018)

Educational attainment

Height

ℎRELT−SNP
2

ℎRDR−SNP
2 = 1.24, p<0.015

AFCW

ℎRELT−SNP
2

ℎRDR−SNP
2 = 1.72, p<7.6x10-3



Problem: parental genotypes often missing

Kong et al., Family analysis with Mendelian Imputations, biorXiv 2020

Complete Data Sibs only Parent-offspring



Imputation from siblings using IBD



Imputation from parent-offspring pairs

With double het resolved by phase: 

A T
mother

A A

A ?

father

offspring

observed

imputed



Imputation for multiple regression

Regression with imputed paternal genotype

Model

Imputation gives unbiased estimates!



Efficiency relative to both parents observed 
(direct effects)
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Estimating effects from siblings

Orthogonal axes of information for estimation of direct genetic effects

Within-family genetic differences

Between 
family 
genetic 
differences

Correlated with parental genotype

Uncorrelated with parental 
genotype



Estimating effects from siblings

Efficiency for estimation of direct effects relative to no imputation



Estimating effects from siblings

Efficiency for estimation of parental effects relative to no imputation

Imputation with 
phase

Without phase

Imputation without IBD



Estimating effects from siblings

Efficiency for estimation of direct effects relative to no imputation

Imputation with phase

Without phase

Imputation without IBD



Mixed model regression

𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝛼 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗;  𝜇𝑖~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐹
2);  𝜖𝑖𝑗~𝑁 0, 𝜎𝜖

2 ;

Genotype matrix with 
columns: Proband,
(imputed) paternal, 
(imputed) maternal

Family level 
random effect

Individual error 
term

Fast imputation and mixed model regression code in SNIPar (single nucleotide imputation of 
parents) software package: https://github.com/AlexTISYoung/SNIPar

https://github.com/AlexTISYoung/SNIPar


Gain in effective sample size (direct effects) over no imputation



How much bias does GWAS have?

Standard GWAS picks up ‘parental effects’

What is the correlation of direct and population effect? 

‘Population effect’

Model



Correlation between direct and population effects



Application to PGS analyses

0.0

0.1

aafb bmi eduyears height

trait

e
s
t

effect

proband

parental

mat−pat

Using EA PGS. Note that assortative mating leads to slight bias in parental effect estimates. 
(Kong et al. Family Analysis with Mendelian Imputations, biorXiv 2020). 
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